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Oblate School of Theology, founded and sponsored by the Missionary Oblates 
of Mary Immaculate, is a Catholic graduate and professional school which   
provides education for the church’s mission and ministry in the world.

The institution prepares persons for pastoral ministry through academic 
study and supervised practice. Through degree and certificate programs the 
School strives to educate and form candidates for priestly ministry as well as 
lay ministries. The School offers opportunities for professional continuing  
education and personal spiritual renewal to those serving in church and 
society.

Oblate School of Theology models and fosters collaboration in ministry.              
It accomplishes its mission in cooperation with formation communities and 
other ecclesial and societal institutions.

The pastoral orientation of the School requires practical and reflective                
engagement with the multi-cultural, global reality of church and society. 
Drawing upon Oblate School of Theology’s location and historical dedication 
to the Mexican-American presence in the Southwest, the learning, teaching, 
and research of the School pay particular  attention to the diverse and rich 
Hispanic reality of the Americas. 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
On Healthy, Constructive Criticism

Liberals and conservatives both pride themselves on speaking out for the truth, 
on thinking critically. But too often, both are deluded as to what it means to 
be critical. Generally, we think of a critic as someone who debunks what’s 

false, heretical, naive, inflated or superficial. Partly that’s true, but it leaves too much 
room for us, liberals and conservatives alike, to criticize others according to our own 
image and likeness.

What does it mean to be critical? The word comes from the Greek word kritus, which refers to a judge. A judge 
is someone who hears the evidence and then tries to make a judgment concerning guilt or innocence. What’s important, 
then, is not to debunk, bash, or challenge, but to tease out the truth without pre-judging as to where it might lie and then 
to make sure that it gets a fair hearing. A good critic, therefore, is someone who agitates for fairness, objectivity, depth, 
wholeness and aesthetics, without first defining himself or herself as belonging to one camp or the other.

However, this is difficult to do because too many things derail objectivity. Our minds and hearts simply have too 
many subjective crevices. This is one of the insights given us by many of the great minds of the recent past: Einstein, 
Heisenberg, Durkheim, Freud, Jung, Lonergan and Habbermas. All these concur in the fact that virtually all our 
judgments are shaped and colored by perspective, temperament, ideology, self-interest and historical conditioning. It’s 
not easy to criticize something on anything other than self-interest. Most criticism is a form of autobiography; it tells us 
more about the critic than about the issue. Sadly, that’s also true for a lot of research.

What all this suggests is that we should be more humble, more careful and more self-critical in what we consider 
to be critical thought. Our criticism must be much more self-scrutinizing if it is to be based upon anything more than 
ideology and private likes and dislikes. True criticism starts with the admission that we, like everyone else, are far 
from objective. All of us think and feel through a certain “software,” a pre-ontology, a bias (in common language). The 
question is never “Am I biased?”  It’s only a question of “What are my biases?” That’s true for everyone.

However, this doesn’t mean that we cannot attain truth. The task of being critical is not to rid oneself of all bias – 
an impossibility even if it were desirable. The task of critical thought is instead to have the correct bias, to think and feel 
through the right software. But what is the correct bias? What kind of thinking makes for true criticism?

Jesus tells us that “the pure of heart will see God,” that a certain internal attitude that will make us see straight. 
What constitutes this attitude?  I like the answer given by the medieval philosopher and mystic Hugo of St. Victor.  His 
axiom for objectivity was: “Love is the eye!”  For Hugo, we see things properly and objectively when we see them 
through the eyes of love, because then we see them the way God sees them. This is the critical eye: We see straight – 
objectively – when we look out at the world with the eyes of love, when we see things with sufficient compassion. Then 
and only then are we good judges, critics in the best sense.

John of the Cross suggests that we attain purity of heart when our motivation is the same as Christ’s, when our reasons 
for interacting with others and the world arise from a real desire to help bring about a permanent community of life among all 
people and all things. When we think and feel like that, which is how Jesus felt, then our thoughts and actions are genuinely 
critical; we will criticize the status quo, or try to conserve it, on the basis of whether or not it is aiding or hindering this 
community of life, and not on the basis of temperament, neuroses or the adolescent urge to “kill the king.”

True criticism, unlike so much of what tries to pass itself off as criticism, is first of all marked by a deep compas-
sion. Beyond this, it is recognized by its openness, its respect for those with whom it disagrees, its self-criticism and its 
sense of the importance of aesthetics and enjoyment. True criticism does not radiate panic, pompousness, elitism, dog-
matism or cynicism, but rather charity, joy, peace, patience, goodness – and, not least, a good sense of humor.

Ronald Rolheiser OMI
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Father David Tarlizzo, OMI, played beautiful music on 
an electronic organ in OST’s Immaculate Conception 
Memorial Chapel. He often expressed what must 

have seemed an impossible dream: to acquire a pipe organ 
for the chapel that would do full justice to the majesty of 
liturgical music.   
 When the priest died in February 2008 after a long 
illness, his dream seemed to have died with him. But five 
years later, his dream has come true. A newly restored 
26-rank Schantz pipe organ is in place there and has been 
formally christened the Father David Tarlizzo, OMI, 
Memorial Pipe Organ in his memory.

 School officials dedicated and named the 
instrument Feb. 17 during an invitation-only inaugural 
blessing and concert attended by Oblates of the Southwest 
Area, members of the OST community and donors to the project. A concert for the general public to attend and enjoy 
the organ’s music will be scheduled at a later date. 

Father Ken Hannon, OMI, said that if Father Tarlizzo could see the Schantz organ, he would be extremely 
well pleased. “He said that a 13-rank pipe organ would be sufficient; this one is twice that, meaning it has twice the 
flexibility of musical colors.” A pipe organ sustains singing better than an electronic organ since it diffuses the sound 
throughout the space, whereas an electronic organ transmits sound in more of a linear pattern, he explained. 

“This pipe organ is capable of a wide range of music, from very light pieces to even the most sophisticated 
classical selections. It can both play and accompany the full range of music we would want for both liturgies and 
concerts,” Father Hannon said. 

He remembered that Father Tarlizzo often was so animated when playing the organ that “his movements were a 
big part of the fun. When he really got going, he’d bounce up and down on the bench as he played.” 

Susan Kvasnicka, a volunteer who previously had obtained pipe organs for the Chapel of the Incarnate Word 
in 2009 and Assumption Seminary in 2010, learned from an organ builder that Houston’s Baptist Temple was seeking a 
buyer for a 40-year-old pipe organ. “I immediately thought of Oblate, because it has this beautiful chapel and an organ 
chamber space. I thought it would be a good candidate,” she said. 

After Kvasnicka, Father Warren Brown, OMI, and organist Jon McMahon drove to Houston and evaluated the 
Schantz organ, the School bought the instrument in the fall of 2010. Dismantling and removal from the Houston church 
began in May 2011.

 Madison Lindsey of Pipe Organ Specialties Inc. in Laurel, Miss., said the restoration was done in his shop 
and required about a year to complete. His team installed a new digital control and combination action system in 
the console, and the instrument received new drawknob and coupler action magnets, keys and pedal contacts. The 
windchests were releathered and prepared for connection to the new relay system. The console is mounted on a mobile 
platform for concerts, he said.

 Meanwhile, Kvasnicka had saved a collection of boxes in which pipes for the Incarnate Word organ had been 
shipped. When the Schantz organ was ready for removal from the Houston church, she took the boxes to Houston in a 
U-Haul trailer and used them to pack the pipes and bring them to OST. 

Installing the organ, with its 1,608 pipes, took several months and was completed in December. “The School 

Pipe organ no longer an ‘Impossible Dream’
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did a very good job of reconfiguring the space exactly the way we requested,” Lindsey said. He sounded like the 
proud father of a new baby as he described the success of the project. “This instrument came from a very poor 
acoustic environment,” he said. “It had to be reconfigured to fit the chamber space in the chapel, which required some 
construction and new wind lines.  It’s really exciting to see it in an environment that’s absolutely perfect for it. It’s 
almost as if this organ had been made for this specific space,” Lindsey said. “The chapel acoustics are ideal for this 
organ. You couldn’t find a better space for it.” 

Ordained in 1968, “Father Tar” shared his passion for beautiful organ music with his students at St. Anthony 
High School Seminary, where he was a music teacher and rector. Father Brown was among those students. “Father 
Tarlizzo often expressed his wish that the School could acquire a pipe organ to enhance the liturgies that were 
celebrated there,” Father Brown said. 

Father Charles Banks, OMI, Vocations Director for the Southwest Area, said OST has used four electronic 
organs until the Schantz pipe organ became available. “It wasn’t that anyone opposed getting a pipe organ; there were 
simply so many higher priorities for ministry that had to be addressed.”     

 Father Tarlizzo, who died at age 66 on Feb. 20, 2008, professed his first vows as an Oblate in 1962. He 
studied philosophy at Our Lady of the Snows Seminary in Pine Hills, Miss., and theology at the Oblate College of the 
Southwest, as Oblate School of Theology was then called. “He played the organ here all the time he was a scholastic,” 
said Jon McMahon, the chapel’s present Sunday organist.

The priest earned a bachelor’s degree in music at Incarnate Word College in 1969 and played the organ at the 
installation of San Antonio Archbishop Francis J. Furey. Later, he studied organ performance at Incarnate Word under 
Sister Maria Goretti Zehr, CCVI. He also studied with Dr. Elise Cambon, a noted organist at St. Louis Cathedral in New 
Orleans, according to his biography in the Oblate archives.  

Costs to acquire, transport and restore the Schantz organ are about $252,000.  To date, the School has received 
about $38,000 in contributions to this project. Donations to help defray the cost of the pipe organ are welcome.  

Oblate School of Theology joins the Archdiocese of San Antonio and the rest of the 
South Texas Catholic community in congratulating the Most Rev. Oscar Cantú, 

46, former Auxiliary Bishop of San Antonio, on his appointment by Pope Benedict 
XVI to be the second Bishop of the Diocese of Las Cruces, N.M. The appointment 
became public Jan. 10 with an announcement by Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò, 
apostolic nuncio to the United States. Bishop Cantú succeeds the Most Rev. Ricardo 
Ramirez, CSB, 76, another former San Antonio auxiliary bishop and a pioneer among 
U.S. Hispanic bishops. 

 As the education liaison with the Archdiocese of San Antonio, Bishop Cantú 
visited OST and celebrated Mass here each semester. He also presented his doctoral 
dissertation to the faculty at a colloquium. As the archdiocesan ecumenical officer, 
Bishop Cantú attended several inter-faith events on campus.  

  During one visit to the Oblate School of Theology campus on Sept. 23, 2009, he addressed an Orientation to 
Supervised Ministry class and shared with students about his own journey as a priest and bishop, his hopes for the 
Catholic Church and a recent visit he had made to Cuba. 

“We are delighted for Bishop Cantú and for the good people of God in Las Cruces,” said Dr. Scott Woodward, 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Dean of OST. “At the same time, we’re also sad that we have to lose such a 
good man and such a good bishop. I pray he finds life in his new ministry. We will miss him in San Antonio.”

 Born Dec. 5, 1966, Bishop Cantú was a parishioner at Houston’s Holy Name Parish, whose pastor at the time 
was Father Patrick Flores, the future Archbishop of San Antonio. Ordained a priest in 1994, Father Cantú was named 
Auxiliary Bishop of San Antonio in 2008. 

Vaya con Dios, Bishop Cantú!
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Oblate School of Theology’s Whitley Theological Center isn’t “just another pretty face” in bricks and mortar. More 
than a classy new building, it’s the key to a bright future in theological education, thanks to its built-in 21st-century 

technology. 
 The digital technology, big screens, high-quality sound system and cameras, and Internet connectivity put 
both the Whitley Theological Center and Oblate School of Theology in an exciting new position with opportunities the 
School didn’t have previously, said Brian Wallace, Facility Manager for the center, which opened in February 2012.
  “Last year was a strategic time for the opening of this building,” Wallace observed. “Everybody is struggling to 
figure out how the Internet world is evolving and what the possibilities are.”
 One example of the center’s far-reaching capability was a two-week spirituality course on St. John of the Cross 
that School President Father Ron Rolheiser, OMI, taught last summer. Students from New Zealand, Ontario and Arizona 
participated live over the Internet, using Blackboard Collaborate™ technology. It allows Internet-connected students, 
wherever they are, to log in on their home computers and interact with both the teacher and other students who are 
either in the classroom with the teacher or on their own remote computers.

Neophytes at online learning face a bit of a learning curve, Wallace explained, “but once they understand it, 
they enjoy it.” Students sitting in the classroom appreciate online participation. “They enjoy the enrichment brought by 
people who couldn’t have participated on-site,” Wallace said. 
 Milly Johnson of Peoria, Ill., usually likes to attend continuing education courses in person, but she’s no 
stranger to computers. Considering travel costs and her deep interest in St. John of the Cross, she opted to try the class 
online. “I didn’t have any expectations, but I liked being able to study in my own home, and I have lots of great books 
available about John of the Cross,” she explained. “Father Ron chose a very difficult book to talk about, but he did a 
good job with it.”
 Johnson liked being able to read other online students’ questions and comments and to interact with others 
online and in the classroom. “They typed their questions and comments, and we could read them and respond. It was 
very nice. I’d like to sign up to do it again,” Johnson said.  

Kathleen Kelly, of Ottawa, Ontario, was a first-timer for an online course. “I wondered initially whether the 
technology would be too challenging for me,” she wrote in an e-mail. “The biggest challenge was clicking the correct 
icons when I wanted to speak or listen.” She was glad she tried it. “The technology was very usable, and they gave us 
a dry run the week before the class began, which was very helpful.  Any glitches during the class were minor and were 
fixed easily.” 

Kelly said the hardest thing for her was coping with the time difference between Ottawa and San Antonio. “For 
me, the class went from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m., so fatigue was a problem for me toward the end.  We had two breaks, which 
were helpful, and I appreciated having a timing clock on screen for those,” she said. 

Jennifer Mattingsley, who heads the culinary staff at the Oblate Renewal Center across campus, took the class 
in person, but supervisory duties during a large dinner event kept her in the kitchen during two of the class meetings. No 
problem; she simply logged on from her office computer.  
 “I had to be here in the kitchen those two nights in case there were any problems. Thanks to this technology, 
I was able to sit in my office and follow the class. The staff could call me anytime there was a problem,” Mattingsley 
said. 

Knowing that each class was recorded so participants could re-play it didn’t hurt, either. Had Mattingsley been 
called away, she noted, “I still could have logged on later and listened to the recording. That’s what cinched it for me. 
Also, if someone missed something in their notes or misunderstood a point the speaker made, they could go back and 
listen again.” 

Cliff Knighten, Director of OST’s Master of Arts in Spirituality Program, and Sister Sue Pontz, SSCM, Director 
of Technology Services, worked to ensure that the technology worked smoothly, monitoring the Internet link between 
the classroom and the online participants throughout the course. 
 Students and faculty haven’t been the only ones dazzled by this technological flexibility. The funeral Mass 
for longtime Catholic Charities CEO Steve Saldaña July 10 provided an unusual opportunity when OST’s Immaculate 
Conception Memorial Chapel overflowed with well-wishers.

Hi-tech center opens exciting future 
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 Since Saldaña had relatives and friends in many distant parts of the world who could not travel to San Antonio 
for the events, his widow,   Toni Van Buren, arranged through friends for NowcastSA.com to live-stream both events 
on a webcast. NowcastSA.com is a San Antonio non-profit online news site. Anyone with Internet access could view 
the webcast live, or even access it later from the NowcastSA.com archive.  As NowcastSA.com streamed live, it was a 
simple matter for Erik Myers, OST’s Network Administrator, to tap into the webcast and project it on the large screens 
in the Whitley Theological Center’s spacious, air-conditioned Louise Rumely Whitley Hall for those who could not get 
into the chapel.  

That’s not all, either. Charlotte-Anne Lucas, managing director of NowcastSA.com, said the webcasts received 
13,811 page-views from 805 different people. Visitors to the site in 19 Texas cities, 19 other states and Washington, 
D.C., Spain, England, France, Argentina, Bolivia, the Netherlands, Australia, Guatemala and Israel also saw it. The 
webcasts generated numerous tweets as well, including one from Sen. Leticia Van de Putte (D-San Antonio), who said 
she was watching the funeral in her Capitol office in Austin. 

“The whole thing gave me goose bumps,” Lucas exclaimed with obvious delight as she recalled the events. 
“Steve Saldaña had an amazingly committed circle of relatives and friends across the world. This webcast opened these 
two chapels and enabled that whole community to gather. They might as well have been right there in the chapel. It was 
magic!”

Wallace said that wiring the Whitley Theological Center with state-of-the-art high-speed Internet connectivity 
made all the difference for those who were on campus but couldn’t get into the packed chapel. “We were able to provide 
the overflow crowd a comfortable, convenient place to be part of the Mass through the webcast. There was no feeling of 
being stuffed into a crowded basement.  People really appreciated that.” 

All five classrooms in the new building are fully equipped to broadcast virtually any OST course to anyone with 
high-speed Internet connectivity anywhere in the world. In the OST Main Building, classes could be broadcast online, 
but the technology was not built in. Faculty had to cart equipment back and forth from classroom to classroom. That’s 
not an issue in the new building. 

Father Ken Hannon, OMI, said that it’s now much easier to provide PowerPoint® presentations, published 
documents and other text-related aids on the drop-down screens than to hand out such aids printed on paper.  “When you 
hand out sheets of paper, everyone’s nose tends to be in the paper; with a text displayed on the screen, we can all look at 
the same text together, and it tends to generate much better interaction,” he explained.

Professors post these aids on the OST Moodle™ page, which is an online learning management system that 
allows professors to make all 
their class materials accessible 
to their students digitally, and 
enables students to upload their 
assignments for easy access by 
the professors. Knighten said 
the Association of Theological 
Schools has accredited OST 
to teach the entire Master of 
Arts in Spirituality curriculum 
online. He expects that to 
enhance the student population. 
Up to now, about half of that 
curriculum has been taught 
online. 

“For example, if a 
person in Pennsylvania wants to 
earn a degree and has a choice 
between taking some classes 
here in San Antonio and having 
the whole curriculum at his 
fingertips at home, he’s much 
more likely to take the whole 
curriculum online,” Knighten 
explained. 
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Dr. Philip Sheldrake, one of the world’s top academic leaders in Christian Spirituality, has joined Oblate School of 
Theology’s faculty to teach Spirituality courses and help advance its spirituality curriculum. He will assume full-

time status this summer.

 Initially, School officials approached him about teaching some online courses and some on-campus courses for 
the Master of Arts in Spirituality Program, said Dr. Scott Woodward, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of 
OST.  Sheldrake also lectured Jan. 12 on The Cloud of Unknowing and Julian of Norwich as part of OST’s three-year 
course, “Portraits of World Mysticism.” 

 When Dr. Sheldrake visited the School in April 2012, OST President Father Ron Rolheiser, OMI, offered him a 
faculty position. The professor plans to teach here during each summer and fall and return to Cambridge, England, each 
spring. Even while he’s in Cambridge, he will still serve OST students.

 “We are extremely fortunate and excited to have him,” Dr. Woodward said. “Philip is one of the two or three 
really top scholars in Christian Spirituality in the entire world. He has authored or co-authored numerous books, and he’s 
assisted in the development of spirituality as an academic discipline.”

 Among his published works are A Brief History of Spirituality, Spaces for the Sacred, Spirituality and History: 
Questions of Interpretation and Method, Living Between Worlds: Place and Journey in Celtic Spirituality and Heaven in 
Ordinary: George Herbert and His Writings.

 The British scholar is Senior Research Fellow at Westcott House and the Cambridge Theological Federation and 
a past president of the International Society for the Study of Christian Spirituality.  He has taught at Durham University, 
the Heythrop Pontifical Athenaeum, the University of Oxford and the University of London.  Since 1990, Dr. Sheldrake 
has taught at a number of U.S. universities, including the University of Notre Dame and Boston College, and he has 
been active in the American Academy of Religion, through which he first met Cliff Knighten, director of OST’s M.A. 
(Spirituality) program. 

 Dr. Sheldrake said he is happy to be associated with OST because “there seems to be a vision of becoming a hub 
for the teaching of Christian Spirituality at a variety of levels, including Continuing Education, Master of Arts and Ph.D. 
levels.”  He is expected to work with students in the anticipated Ph.D. program. 

“I wanted to do something creative. I don’t need more plaques to hang on the walls. I’d rather be involved with 
an institution that’s committed to developing this creativity,” Dr. Sheldrake explained.  “Father Ron said OST would like 
to develop into another hub for Christian Spirituality studies; that’s the kind of program I’d like to help in,” he said. 

He noted that Christian Spirituality as an academic discipline is still very much in its developmental stages.  “A 
number of universities in the United States have master’s programs in Christian Spirituality, but right now, the Graduate 
Theological Union in Berkeley, Calif., is the only one with a Ph.D. program in Christian Spirituality.  The country needs 
a boost for another doctoral program. Having only one in the whole country has been very limiting.”

The climate in the United Kingdom is unfavorable for developing serious academic programs in Christian 
spirituality.  He said Christian Spirituality can be taught in his country, but it must be taught under “other rubrics.” 

Welcome, Dr. Philip Sheldrake
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Generally speaking, he said, university faculties do not take it seriously as an academic discipline. 

“Most universities in the United Kingdom have theology or divinity programs under the classic English 
formula; they’re very suspicious of anything that’s too ‘applied’ or too ‘confessional.’ They consider it academically 
suspect. That’s just the nature of the way theology is done in the United Kingdom,” he said.

In fact, Dr. Sheldrake said, “the most interesting developments in Christian Spirituality in the English-speaking 
world take place over here in the United States. Most of the leading academic figures in the discipline are American or 
Canadian.   There is much more freedom here to link theology with church life. Part of the reason is that theology is 
taught mostly in divinity schools and private universities. There’s a much longer history in this country of (theology) 
relating happily with faith communities,” he added.

Father Bryan Silva, OMI, has joined the Oblate School of Theology faculty as an 
adjunct professor to direct and update the Internship Program for seminarians and 
bring his psychological expertise to the process of assessing seminarians. He also is 

helping with the Ministry to Ministers Sabbatical Program.

 He is a therapist in the residential treatment program at St. Luke’s Institute in 
Silver Spring, Md., where he will continue spending part of his time. His academic interest 
is forensic psychology. His research interests include clergy sexual misconduct, clergy 
formation, investigation of factors and deficits that contribute to acting-out behavior in 
clergy and assessment of readiness for ministry in candidates and newly ordained clergy.

 “Father Bryan is a wonderful addition to our faculty. He’s doing a great job with 
the Internship Program,” said Dr. Scott Woodward, Vice President for Academic Affairs and 
Dean of OST. “He has revised the handbook for it and is helping us review the process, which our constituents asked us 
to do.  In the past, the student internship came after the third year of theology; now they want it to come after the second 
year of theology.  That changes what the student can do as an intern.” 

 Father Silva’s extensive psychological experience enables him to identify skills the faculty should look for in 
assessing seminarians’ progress through their formation. Plans are for him to teach courses at both the master’s and 
doctoral levels, Dr. Woodward said.

 “I’m excited about the opportunity to work with faculty and staff who are training future clergy,” Father Silva 
said. “My experience has been with dysfunctional clergy; it’s exciting that I’ll have some input to the formation process 
and the opportunity to contribute to a healthier and more holistic formative process for seminarians. I’m also excited 
about the prospect of teaching, since this is a new and challenging endeavor for me. I look forward to broadening my 
horizons and my expertise through writing and research that may help formators to better assess and prepare clergy for 
their ministerial responsibilities,” he added.  

 A California native, Father Silva earned his Ph.D. in psychology in 2005 at Pepperdine University. He also has 
a Master of Science in Counseling Psychology from Mount St. Mary’s College in Los Angeles, a Master of Divinity 
from the Franciscan School of Theology in Berkeley, Calif. He did an internship in a federal prison, where he learned 
much about how people get into criminal ways of thinking. 

 Father Silva has researched, written and delivered a variety of presentations for dioceses and religious 
congregations. He co-authored a presentation for the U.S. Catholic bishops on Internet pornography use among Catholic 
clergy that was delivered at their national meeting in June 2011. He created and has administered a risk-assessment 
program in conjunction with St. Luke’s Institute. 

Father Silva wears several hats at OST
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Brian Wallace, Facilities Director for the new Whitley Theological Center and 
Director of the Oblate Renewal Center, is no stranger to the Oblate tradition of 
hospitality. He loves people and he loves Oblate School of Theology, so he’s a 

natural to bring the two together.
 Initially hired to direct the theological center last spring, he was invited in 

August to direct the renewal center as well. Using his extensive experience in marketing 
at two local universities and his connections throughout the city, Wallace has attracted 
many organizations from the wider San Antonio community to use the Whitley 
Theological Center for their events, said Dr. Scott Woodward, OST’s Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Dean.

“Brian has done a great job making the theological center a great center of 
hospitality, not only from the School’s perspective but from the perspective of numerous 
non-profits that serve the community at large. They love the place,” Woodward said. 
“The Whitley Theological Center has proven itself as an attractive new venue for larger 
outside organizations, and as a venue that can accommodate a variety of events that the School sponsors, such as the 
current three-year program on world mysticism.”  

Organizations that have used the WTC for large events in the building’s inaugural year include Goodwill 
(manager training day), Association of Fundraising Professionals San Antonio Chapter (summer social), Head Start 
(training), San Antonio Federal Credit Union (two-day meeting), South Side Independent School District (principals’ 
meeting), the Family Service Association and Texas Association of Infant Mental Health. 

Those events have exposed the general public to the facility and encouraged other groups to book space at the 
center for their events. Wallace said the center is attracting national organizations as well as local ones. “Until last year, 
we didn’t have a facility large enough for national groups; now we’ve been getting inquiries from a number of national 
organizations for events for 300 or so people who want to meet here. We can’t house them on campus, but we’ve made 
agreements with several hotels that are close to the School or the airport. Our proximity to the San Antonio International 
Airport and the number of nearby hotels make OST a good location for many of these groups.”  

The Whitley Theological Center also has accommodated a tremendous number of internal OST events. 
Those include the three-year “Portraits of World Mysticism” series, the Montalbano lecture, all the major lectures 
and small-group breakout sessions during the 2012 Summer Institute, the Spring Gala, the Oblate 285 Benefit and the 
Commencement reception. The list goes on and on,” he said.

“Previously, the largest space on campus was the Immaculate Conception Memorial Chapel, which wasn’t 
always a suitable venue for many events. Now we have a first-class, state-of-the-art venue for all the kinds of events the 
School provides.”

Wallace has had many years of varied and enriching work opportunities in his life. Once editor of Today’s 
Catholic, he worked in the Oblate missions of Zambia and was a major fundraiser first at the University of Texas at 
San Antonio and more recently at the University of the Incarnate Word, just to name a few of his previous professional 
experiences. 

 His dual responsibilities at Oblate School of Theology give him a new channel for his talents and energy. 
“I’m thrilled to work with a leadership team and a talented faculty and staff who are expanding OST's curriculum and 
deepening its engagement in the community of South Texas and across the world,” Wallace said. 

Thanks to his earlier relationship with the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate, Wallace feels completely at 
home on the OST campus. He knows many people who have served the School in past years and helped to make Oblate 
School of Theology what it is today.  “I love the Oblate traditions of hospitality, being close to the people they serve, 
and caring for the poor in Texas and throughout the world,” he said.

His renewed association with the OST community at this point in his life is a special blessing, affording him a 
welcome opportunity to use his experience and abilities “to contribute to the dream that’s unfolding on this campus as 
OST looks to the future.”  He’s also honing his bicycling skills, moving across campus in a few short minutes, saving 
valuable time as he tends to the needs of both buildings. 

“Many people are seeking greater meaning in their lives today,” Wallace observed. “This School offers them 

Wallace directs two campus buildings 
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the faith-filled companionship and understanding that’s required for their journey.” He noted that under the far-sighted 
leadership of Father Pat Guidon, OMI, President of OST from 1970-95, the School dramatically responded to the signs 
of the times when it established the Oblate Renewal Center, combining the pastoral programs of its predecessor, the 
Casa San José Retreat House, with the academic and convening capabilities of a major graduate school of theology.

“The ORC provided an attractive venue for academic gatherings, extended residential programs, public 
presentations and pastoral programs of spiritual renewal,” Wallace said. “The new Whitley Theological Center is an 
even bigger step for OST. The combination of academic curricular learning and a major convening capacity in one state-
of-the-art facility that’s totally integrated into the Internet positions OST for increasing its world-wide impact in the 
future.”   

Father Joe LaBelle, OMI, Assistant Professor of Spiritual Theology, accepted an opportunity to 
teach in the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate animation program in Aix-en-Provence, 
France. He is on a leave of absence but will continue serving on OST faculty committees. 

Oblates and non-Oblates from all over the world go to Aix to study the Oblate charism through this 
program. A full-time faculty member at OST for the past five years, he was instrumental in the creation and building of 
the Master of Arts (Spirituality) program. He also contributed to the PhD program, working on the curriculum and syl-
labi. “The opportunity to be part of the Oblate animation program in Aix-en-Provence is a perfect fit for him. He has 
interest in Oblate Spirituality and in preparing the community for its next century of service,” said Dr. Scott Woodward, 
Vice President of Academic Affairs and Dean of the School. 

Fr. Joseph LaBelle assigned to 
Oblate birthplace

Thanks to hundreds of generous donors to the Building on Faith Campaign, the total amount of gifts, pledges 
and fundraising net proceeds for the campaign now exceeds $25,500,000.  That is 85 percent of the Campaign’s 
$30 million goal!  Another $4.5 million must be raised to reach that goal.  The remaining funds will allow us to 

renovate and modernize the School’s main building and to fund programming until revenue from endowment funds can 
fully support all OST programs.

Every gift, regardless of the amount is so important to the success of the Campaign.  If you would like to help, please 
contact Lea Kochanek at (210) 457-7731 or lkochanek@ost.edu

Building on Faith Campaign continues
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